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The present thesis attempts to distinguish the principal semantic values of the
modal verb mit in contemporary Czech, to outline their characteristic features,
and to present their English equivalents. I am not interested in the verb mit in its
sense of 'habere' (to possess) but am going to pay attention only to its modal se
mantic values.
In the sphere of modality, my work results from the conclusions reached by
Czech linguistics. I should like to state and summarize the principal means that
are used to express the individudal semantic values in English. Simultaneously,
I shall take into account synonymous means of expression and I shall try to describe
or at least to state the differences between them.
M y thesis is based on an analysis of texts of a literary character drawn from
original Czech and English (not American) works of fiction and their translations
into English/Czech. In some cases I had to use examples taken from contemporary
colloquial Czech/English. I have also consulted native speakers about this material.
Simultaneously with a short characterology of each semantic value of the modal
verb mit I shall also try to decide into which aspect of modality the semantic value
belongs. In doing so I follow the conclusions of the Czechoslovak treatment of
modality.
Nowadays modality is regarded as an obligatory feature of every utterance.
Linguists divide the sphere of modality in different ways. I shall follow the con
ception of Grepl, who distinguishes three aspects within the complex of modality
1980.18).

1. Communicatively intentional modality (komunikativne intencni modalita)
(=CIM)
C I M is identical with the modal communicative intention of the speaker.
Simultaneously together with the factual content the speaker makes his utterance
convey his attitude to the expressed reality. According to the attitude of the
speaker, four types of sentence are distinguished: declarative, interrogative, imper
ative and desiderative. C I M is of a communicatively constitutive character. The
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basic means of realization of C I M are the mood forms, sentence intonation and
sometimes particles.
2. Probability modality (jistotni modalita ( = P M )
P M expresses different degrees of subjective assurance of the speaker in terms
of the reliability of the content of an utterance. P M attitudes are realized within
the framework of declarative and interrogative sentences. The scale of P M
values contains a great range of degrees, including the value of full assurance. The
basic P M means of expression in Czech are modal particles. But P M can also be
indicated by means of the modal verbs muset (must), mit (ought to) and mod (can),
which are frequently found in the form of the condiditional.
3. Modality of disposition (voluntativni modalita) ( = M D )
M D is a modification of the action in terms of possibility, necessity or desira
bility. It expresses the actor's disposition to the realization of the action as seen
from the speaker's point of view. M D can be found in declarative, interrogative
and desiderative sentences, but only optionally.
The basic means of realization of M D in Czech are the modal verbs muset
(must), mod (can), smet (may), mit (ought to), chtit (will, want) and hodlat (be
going to), and what we call the modal predicatives schopen (be able), nucen (be
forced), povinen (be obliged).
In M . Grepl's conception, C I M and P M belong to the sphere of subjective
modality, which is characterized by the attitudes of the speaker to the content
of an utterance. M D , on the contrary, belongs to the sphere of objective modal
ity, which is understood as a semantic modification of the content of the pro
position.
Besides Grepl, Buranova is the main author interested in the sphere of M D .
In her terminology M D is called predicate modality (slovesna modalita); a later
paper (1979) refers to it as modality of disposition (dispozicni modalita).
One very important feature is her semantic classification within the group of
modal verbs based on the criterion of the initiator of modality. Benesova distin
guishes cases in which the initiator of modality is identical with the initiator of the
action ( I M = I A) and cases in which the initiator of modality is different from the
initiator of the action, i.e. the initiator of modality is identical either with another
individual or with the objective circumstances ( I M # IA). Grepl points out that
on condition I M ^ I A , further differentiation must be taken into account; i.e.
whether the initiator of modality is identical with the speaker ( I M = speaker)
or another (third) individual or die objective circumstances.
Finally, Adamec (1974) tries to sum up the principal semantic values of the
modal verb mit, which is (like must) the most frequent means of expressing the
modal category of obligation.
M y thesis is based on the semantic classification of the modal verb mit made by
Adamec. But I treat the semantic value of advice, expressed by a specific form of
the conditional, and the value of indecision, implied in deliberative questions,
as separate semantic values and I enlarge the scale by adding another, specific
meaning of the verb mit — the semantic value 'nearly' (malem).
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To sum up, I distinguish seven principal semantic values of the modal verb wit.
1. The semantic value of plan (implying obligation). The semantic value of
plan belongs to the sphere of M D ; the semantic features I M ¥= I A and simul
taneously I M # speaker are applicable here. This semantic value splits into two
shades:
a) a real plan
(1) Petr ma jet zitra do Prahy
(Peter has to-go tomorrow to Prague = Peter is to g o . . . )

b) a certain norm resulting from the experience of a human in society
(2) Definice m i byt jasna
(The-definition has to-be clear = . . . should b e . . . )

All the other semantic values are regarded as the attitudes of the speaker, i.e.
they belong either to the sphere of C I M or to the sphere of P M .
2. The semantic value of somebody else's opinion. This semantic value is
connected with the sphere of P M . It is limited to utterances having an assertive
communicative function. Within the framework of this semantic value it is possible
to distinguish two subcategories:
a) somebody else's opinion proper
(3) M a to byt zajimavy film
(Has it to-be interesting a-film = It is supposed to be..)

b) strong probability
(4) Mel by byt touto dobou doma
(Should-have-he cond. form to-be by-this time at-home = He should
be...)

3. The semantic value 'nearly'.
This semantic value of the modal verb mit concerns colloquial Czech. It expresses
a very high degree of assurance of the speaker of the content of an utterance.
That is why I am going to treat this value within the sphere of P M .
(5) On do m£ strcil a ja jsem mel spadnout
(He to me pushed and 1 had to-fall = . . . I nearly fell...)

4. The semantic value of mediated command.
This semantic value belongs to the sphere of C I M (mediated command via the
speaker //mediated order via the addressee).
(6) Mas' jit k dekanovi
(Have-you to-go to the-dean's-office = You are t o . . . )
(7) At! jde Petr k dekanovi
(Let go-he Peter to the-dean's-office = Peter is supposed to g o . . . )

5. The semantic value of advice.
This semantic value belongs to the sphere of C I M as well.
(8) Mel bys mu pomoci
(Should-have-you cond. form him to-help = You should help him)

Both the semantic value of mediated command and the value of advice have
one thing in common, i.e. a future action (expressed by the future tense) that is
predicated in the content of an utterance.
Within the semantic value of advice two features can be distinguished:
a) to make the addressee do the action,
b) to persuade him that the realization of the action is in his own interest.
6. The semantic value of the non-realization of a desirable action (or,
the realization of an undesirable action) which is evaluated as a mistake
leading to undesirable consequences.
(9) Nemel jsi mu to M a t
(Not-had you him it to-tell = You should not have told h i m . . . )
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This semantic value is applicable not only to the addressee, but also to the speaker
and another (third) individual.
7. The semantic value of indecision.
The semantic value of indecision is connected with deliberative questions that
belong to the sphere of P M .
In Czech, there exists a specific form expressing this meaning in the framework
of both yes-no questions and ^-questions. It is the form containing the verb mit.
(10) Mam (ma5, ma) se mu omluvit?
(Have-I (have-you, has-he) refl. pron. to-him to-apologize? = Am I
(are you, is he) t o . . . )
(11) Kdy tam mam (maS, ma) jit?
(When there have-I (have-you, has-he) to go? = When should I (should
you, should he) g o . . . )

P L A N (IMPLYING OBLIGATION)

In its primary function the modal verb mit can be regarded as a means of expres
sing the semantic value of plan (implying obligation) within the sphere of M D .
This value splits into the following two semantic shades: 1. a real plan; 2. a certain
norm resulting from the experience of a human in society.
1. Within the semantic shade of real plan there are two semantic features to be
found: I M ^ I A and simultaneously I M # speaker. The aim of the speaker is
only to inform the listener of the actor's disposition to the realization of an action.
In our case, it is the objective information about the actor's obligation, about
something that has been planned. The planning was either done by another
(third) individual or was caused by some objective circumstances. Even when the
speaker is identical with the actor (speaker = IA), the plan must have been made
by someone else.
In Czech the semantic shade of a real plan can be expressed by the present
or the past indicative of the modal verb mit both in the positive or the negative
form. Since the verb mit has no future tense form, it is the present indicative that
refers to the action in the future. The same situation can be seen in English where
it is usually the construction modal verb + simple or continuous infinitive th
directs the action to the present or the future.
The most frequent equivalent is the modal construction to be + infinitive. Its
principal meaning is 'a previously arranged plan or obligation resulting from this
arrangement'.
(12) Chlapec ma jit po prazdninach do Cech na gymnasium. (ON-124)
The boy is to go to a gymnasium in Bohemia after the holidays. (OR-114)

The past tense of the verb to be to commonly expresses "plan", "obligation" but
it also refers the action to the future in the past.
The English modal verbs should and ought to are further frequent equivalents
of the verb mit in the semantic shade of real plan. In addition the verb ought to
carries the idea of moral, personal duty (13). When should is used, generally no
condition is expressed and it can occur (like ought to) in all persons.
(13) But she will be agreeable, I think. She ought to be. (HW-178)
Ale myslim, ze svoli, aspoft by mela (HL-132)
(14) Rozhodne nesmite zdrzovat nSkoho, ktery m i vyjit na svobodu. (HO-328)
Definitely you have no right to detain anyone who should be set free.
(HG-322)
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The constructions should + perfect infinitive; ought + perfect infinitive indic
the non-realization of a desirable action (cf. p. 118); in the foreground, however,
they may contain a suggestion of plan, duty. They indicate that the planned action
was not carried out.
(15) Podle marsruty mSli jsme uz dostat na n&kolika stanicich vecefi a nedostali
jsme nic. (HO-520)
According to our inarch schedule we ought to have got supper at several
stations, but instead we got nothing at all. (HG-536)

Another frequent equivalent is the verb to have (got).
(16) Muzstvo md zde dostat 15 deka ementalskeho syra (HO-496)
The men have to get fifteen dekas of Emmentaler cheese here. (HG-508)

English infinitive clauses are another means of expressing the above semantic
shade.
(17) 'It's bad stuff to get drunk on, 'says Dick (...) (MB-72)
"A takovou bryndou se ma clove* opijet," fika Dick (...) (MA-109)
verb to be going to is used to express intention, the future fulfilment of

The
present plan.

the

(18) Potom pozitfi ma pMjit jedna slecna (HO-200)
And then the day after, a young lady is going to come. (HG-179)
construction to be supposed to is another quite common means of expressing

The
the semantic shade of a real plan.

(19) Vy v§ichni vite, ze dnes mime demonstrovat proti vdlce. (ZR-59)
You all know that to-day we are supposed to demonstrate against the
war. (ZG-68)

2. The semantic shade of a certain norm resulting from the experience of a hu
man in society is at the level of the form indicated by the generic (20) or the general
subject (21). In Czech it is usually expressed by the present indicative of the modal
verb mit. The English equivalents of" this semantic shade correspond to frequent
equivalents of the semantic shade of a real plan (to be, to have (got), should, ough
to).
(20) Kazdej vojak si ma svyho pfedstavenyho v&iit, tfebas by ten byl i v jinem
stavu. (HO-346)
Every soldier has got to respect his superior even if he's half-seas over.
(HG-342)
(21) Mi se vzdycky mluvit jasnS a zfeteln£ a ne v zidnych takovych oklikach.
(HO-695)
People ought always to speak clearly and distinctly and never in any kind
of conundrums. (HG-732)

In both the semantic shades of the basic semantic value of plan, it is possible
in the present tense to replace the indicative by the conditional in a majority of
cases without causing a major semantic shift in the matter-of-fact content of an
utterance. With regard to tie fact that by the use of the conditional of the verb
mit the speaker expresses a certain degree of his persuasion about the validity of
the content, it is possible to rank the modified semantic value of plan among the
phenomena of the sphere of P M .
(22) Mam jet zitra do Bratislavy.
(Have-I to-go tomorrow to Bratislava)
(= it has been planned and I take it into account).
(23) Mel bych jet zitra do Bratislavy.
(Should-I-have cond. form to go tomorrow to Bratislava = I should go
to...)
(= it has been planned but I do not think I shall go there, i. e. I am not
sure).

In English the forms of the indicative and the conditional are interchangeable as
well.
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S O M E B O D Y E L S E ' S OPINION
Analyzing the semantic value of somebody else's opinion, I leave the sphere of
objective modality and I am going to pay my attention to the individual categories
of subjective modality, in this case, the category of P M . The specific function of
the modal verb mit is to express a subcategory of P M , the semantic value of some
body else's opinion. While in colloquial Czech this semantic value is rendered
by the modal verb mit, in the standard language it is expressed by the modal parti
cle "pry".
(24) M a to byt zajimava kniha.
Pry je to zajimava kniha
(They-say is it interesting a-book)

It is possible to distinguish the following two semantic shades within this
semantic value: 1. somebody else's opinion proper; 2. strong probability.
The semantic shade of somebody else's opinion proper contains two features:
a) the general semantic feature suggesting that the statement is mediated, taken
over assumed; b) the modal feature suggesting that the speaker does not bear the
responsibility for the statement, i.e. that the statement is unguaranteed.
Some of the synonymous expressions that can be found in Czech correspond
to the means of expressing this semantic shade in English.
(25) // Rikaji, ze je to zajimava kniha.
They say that it is an interesting book.
(26) // ftika se, ze to je zajimava kniha.
It is said to be an iteresting book.
(27) // Pfedpoklada se, ze je to zajimava kniha.
It is supposed to be an interesting book.

A l l the examples given above imply that the statement has been mediated, i.e.
that its validity is, from the point of view of the speaker, only presupposed.
The most frequent means of expression in English are the constructions they
say II it is said and to be supposed + infinitive. There is nothing similar to the Czech
particle 'pry'.
(28) Zitra ma prSet.
It is supposed to rain tomorrow.
(29) Maji byt zdrazene jizdenky.
It is said that the fare will be more expensive.

When we replace the indicative by the conditional form of the modal verb mit,
two kinds of interpretation of the meaning are possible:
1. a modification of assurance on the part of the speaker; a lower degree of the
speaker's certainty.
(30) Mela by to byt zajimava kniha, uz na ni pfijimajl objednavky.
It's supposed to be an interesting book; they are taking orders for it
already.

In English the same means of realization is used to express this modification.
2. the speaker's wish.
(31) Mela by to byt zajimava kniha, abych se nenudil.
I hope it is an interesting book so that I won't be bored.

To express a personal wish in English, the construction I'd like + infinitive
or the verb to hope are used. This case, however, belongs to the sphere of C I M .
When the degree of the speaker's supposition is a little bit stronger, the modal
auxiliary should is used. It corresponds to both the indicative and the conditional
forms of the verb mit in Czech.
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(32) M a to byt tento dum.
(33) Mel by to byt tento dum.
It should be this house.

2. The second semantic shade implies "strong probability". O n the basis of his
knowledge of the world, his deduction, the speaker concludes that the validity of
the content of the proposition is highly probable.
(34) MSI by byt v tuto dobu u2 doma.
He should already be at home by this time.

In comparison with must, which is commonly used to indicate a strong probabilr
ity, should and ought to weaken the force of must and suggest that the speaker has
doubts about the soundness of his conclusions.
'NEARLY'
It seems that within P M it is possible to distinguish another, more or less indi
vidual semantic value of the Czech modal verb mit. This is the semantic value
"nearly". In this case the modal verb mit operates as a means of expressing a very
high degree of assurance on the part of the speaker as to the validity of the propositional content. This semantic value almost reaches 100% in the scale of the P M
values. There are cases where it is even possible to replace the modal verb mit
by the modal adverbs urcite (definitely), jiste (certainly).
Both in Czech and in English, the extent of possible means of realization is
very broad.
(35) Uklouzl jsem a mel jsem spadnout.
I slipped and nearly fell.

In Czech the synonymous means of expression are the following: Uklouzl jsem
a div ze jsem mspadl. Uklouzl jsem a tak tak ze jsem nespadl. Uklouzl jsem a mdlem
ze jsem nespadl. Uklouzl jsem a mdlem jsem spadl.
In English this semantic value is frequently expressed by the adverbs nearly
and almost.
In the following type of sentence, the realization of the action depends on some
condition. It is possible to transfer the sentences to the form of the conditional
clause. In these cases we may use the modal words definitely, certainly, etc.
(36) Je£t£ jeden krok a m£l jsem spadnout.
One more step and I would have fallen.
(37) JeStS jeden krok a urdite jsem spadl.
One more step and I definitely would have fallen.
= If I had taken one more step I would have fallen.

It is quite interesting that in constructions of this type it is impossible to use the
adverb nearly. It does not seem to be possible to use this adverb in connection
with the unreal condition in the past.
MEDIATED COMMAND
In its secondary function the modal verb mit operates as a means of expressing
the semantic value of a mediated command within the sphere of C I M . There are
two semantic features to be found here: I M # I A and simultaneously I M ^
speaker. The aim of the speaker here is that of an interpreter. The realization of
the action is desirable, but the action has not been realized yet.
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The basic equivalent of this semantic value in English seems to be the construc
tion to be + infinitive.
(38) Mate hned jit k panu hejtmanovi Sagnerovi. (HO-474)
You are to go at once to Captain Signer. (HG-485)
The command can be mediated via several individuals before it reaches its desti
nation. This fact is often indicated in Czech by means of the particle 'pry' (= they
say).
There are also other means of expressing this meaning. In the English texts
I have also come across the following modal phrase:
(39) Mother, you're wanted on the phone. (MB-112)
Mami, mas jit k telefonu. (MP-132)

The basic synonymous expressions of the modal verb mit in Czech are the
following:
(40) MaS jit k dekanovi.
// Jdi k d&kanovi.
(Go-you imperative form to the-dean's office)
// Dekan ti vzkazuje, abys k nemu pfisel.
The-dean to-you sends-a-message that-you should cond.
form to him come = to come to him)

The semantic value of a mediated command relates to the second and the third
person only.
, (41) You are to go there.
(42) Peter is to go there.

T o express the semantic value of a mediated command, it is not possible to
use the conditional form. I f the conditional were used here, it would result in
a shift in the semantics of the verb mit. The conditional represents a way of ex
pressing one of the aspects of the exclamatory attitudes — the semantic value
of the advice of the speaker.
Ma5 jit k dekanovi — Mel bys jit k dekanovi
(Should-have you cond. form to-go the-dean's-ofice =

You should go...)
•' The same semantic characteristics can. be found in the group of yes-no
questions. They also state that the realization of an action is needful but the action
has not been realized yet. The same semantic features can be applied here: I M #
# I A ; I M ^ speaker. The desirability of an action has been caused by someone
different from the speaker. The dominating feature in yes-no questions is the inten
tion of the speaker to learn whether the content of an utterance is valid or not. We
speak about the neutral polarity of the question.
The most typical representative of this semantic value is the modal verb shall.
(43) Mam vam dat neco zahrat? (HO-128)
Shall I get them to play something for you? (HG-102)

In interrogative sentences with the verb shall, the meaning of obligation may be
found. Shall is used with the first and the third persons to inquire about the will
of the person addressed. Its use in yes-no questions indicated the meaning "would
you like me (us) to?"
Sometimes this meaning is explicidy expressed in the question.
(44) Mam pustit Sultana? (ZR-34)
Do you want me really to let Sultan loose? (ZG-42)
The verb to be to appears to be another frequent equivalent. Its occurrence in
constructions of this type can be explained by the same semantic characteristics
as in the case of a mediated command. Once again, it is someone different from
the speaker that is the initiator of modality, and the speaker just inquires about
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his will or order. Examples of this type can only be supported by the translations
from Czech to English.
(45) Mam se vystehovat z Kolodavy, rabbi? (ON-118)
Am I to leave Kolocava, Rabbi? (OR-144)

In yes-no questions the use of the indicative seems to be interchangeable with
the use of the conditional without changes of meaning.
(46) T y tedy mysliS, ie bychom se o to mSli pokusit? (ZR-362)
So you think we should try it? (ZG-386)
(47) Mam slezt z chodniku? (HO-51)
Should I step down from the pavement? (HG-14)

The use of should and ought to in the above examples results from the semantic
characteristic of yes-no questions that is in correspondence with the shade of
meaning of the above verbs; it is the shade of desirability.
ADVICE
The semantic value of advice expressed by the modal verb mit within the frame
work of C I M is connected with exclamatory attitudes. Their dominating feature'
is the intention of the speaker to make the addressee realize the content of the
proposition.
In both Czech and English, this semantic value can be explicitly indicated by
means of the verb to advise (radit).
(48) Radim ti, aby sis to rozmyslel (rozmyslet si to).
I advise you to think it over.

While in Czech the propositional content can be in the form of either the object
clause or the infinitive clause, the only possible form in English is that of the infini
tive clause.
This semantic value can be indicated implicitly by the form of the morphological
imperative. T o express the semantic value of advice particularly, it is combined
with the particle 'radgji'.This combination corresponds to the English construction
had better + infinitive.
(49) Radeji si to rozmysli.
You'd better think it over.

But also other, non-imperative indications are possible. The following sentence
construction used in Czech has the English equivalent in the conditional clause.
(50) Ja (na tvem mist£) bych si to rozmyslel.
If I were you I would think it over.

The semantic value of advice is, however, expressed also by the conditional
form of the modal verb mit. The form of the conditional does not function as
conditional in constructions of this type; it is used here as a means of expressing
the semantic value of advice. In the content of an utterance it is the future action
that is predicated.
The intention of the speaker is not only to make the addressee perform the action;
he simultaneously intends to persuade him that the realization of the action is in
his (= addressee's) interest.
The most frequent means of expressing the semantic value of advice in English
is the modal auxiliary ought to.
(51) You ought to take a little holiday on your way (...) (MB-196)
Mela byste si vzit po ceste menii dovolenou. (MP-222)

The semantic value of advice can be expressed by means of the modal construc
tion should + infinitive as well.
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(52) T o byste nemeli delat. (ZR-242)
You shouldn't do that. (ZG-255)

Further, a quite common equivalent of the construction mit + infinitive within
the semantic value of advice is the construction had better + infinitive, which signi
fies a strong recommendation.
(53) „M5I bys pfece jen radSi zde pockat," fekl Svejk k Vodickovi (...)
(HO-364)
'I think you'd better wait here,' said Svejk to Vodidka (...) (HG-364)

T H E NON-REALIZATION O F A D E S I R A B L E ACTION OR,
T H E R E A L I Z A T I O N O F A N U N D E S I R A B L E A C T I O N IS
E V A L U A T E D AS A MISTAKE
In its secondary function the modal verb mit may appear as a means of expressing
the evaluative attitude of the speaker. The speaker expresses his disappointment
concerning the non-realization of a desirable action, and — at the same time —
he evaluates this non-realization as a mistake leading to undesirable consequences.
According to the prevailing feature this semantic value can acquire additional
semantic shades of expectancy, evaluation, wish, disappointment, regret. Each
of them can be expressed by linguistic means.
It is possible to find the following synonymous realizations of this semantic
value in Czech:
(54) Mel pfijit dfiv.
(Had-he to-come earlier = He should have come...)
(55) // 2e nepfiSel dfiv.
(That did-not-he-come sooner = H m , he did not come...
(56) // Skoda, ze nepfiSel dfiv.
(It-is-a-pity that he-did-not-come sooner)
(57) // Kez by byl pfiSel dfiv.
(If-only he had cond. form come sooner)
(58) // Kdyz on nepfiSel dfiv.
(When he did-not-come sooner = what can I do?)

The actor of the action may be either the speaker or the second or the third
person.
The modal verb mit as a means of expressing the evaluative attitude of the
speaker is usually in the form of the past indicative. The present tense form is
rather rare.
' In English this semantic value is frequently expressed by the modal auxiliaries
should and ought to in connection with the perfect infinitive. Should and ought to
are often used to express a judgement of an emotional character (a disagreeable
judgement, indignation...) concerning some action. They emphasize the spea
ker's personal attitude towards the fact described in the utterance.
(59) Nemeli jsme se tenkrat rozchazet. (ZR-174)
We shouldn't have broken ranks then. (ZG-195)
(60) He ought to have married you, Marty, (...) (HW-341)
Mel si vzit tebe, Marty (...) (HL-277)

The meaning of the combination of should or ought to with the perfect infinitive
depends on whether the sentence is affirmative or negative. In an affirmative sen
tence it indicates that a desirable action was not carried out, the duty was not
fulfilled (60). In a negative sentence they serve to show that an undesirable action
was carried out (59).
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The use of a wish clause as another frequent equivalent is based on the fact
that in the semantic structure of this semantic value, it is implied that the speaker
wishes the action not to have happened. This is an unfulfilled wish, regret; the
speaker can do nothing about it.
(61) I wish you hadn't told me! (HW-80)
Nemelas mi to radJi ani fikat. (HL-45)

The semantic value of the non-realization of a desirable action can be found
in the present tense as well. In this case the speaker expresses what he — at the
very moment of the utterance — would do in a different way. In English the
construction should + simple infinitive, ought + simple infinitive are used.
(62) MaS pracovat pecliveji.
(Have-you to-work more-carefully = You should work...)

INDECISION
Finally I take the modal verb mit that functions as a means of expressing the
semantic shade of indecision within the framework of deliberative questions in
the sphere of P M . Under the term deliberative questions I understand questions
that the speaker asks simultaneously both the addressee and himself or only him
self. The modal verb mit adds the semantic shade of indecision to the semantic
value of uncertainty, which all the deliberative questions have in common.
Both in Czech and in English the semantic shade of indecision can be expressed
by either the indicative or the conditional form of the modal verb mit without
any shift in the meaning.
(63) Ma (mel by) tam jit?
(Has-he (should-he-have cond. form) there to-go?)
Is he to (should he) go there?

In case it is the speaker who is the potential initiator of the action, an infinitive
clause is used in Czech.
(64) Jit*tam?
(To-go there?)

When the actor is different from the speaker, the construction mit (in the indicative
or the conditional form) + infinitive is used. But the finite form of the modal verb
mit can be used even when it is the speaker who is the initiator of the action.
(65) Co (mam) delat?
(What (have-I) to-do?)

In English the use of the infinitive is rather rare and archaic.
Within deliberative questions it is possible to distinguish the two basic types of
question, i.e. yes-no questions and zu/z-questions.
The most frequent English equivalent of the construction mit + infinitive of
the above semantic value seems to be the modal construction to be + infinitive.
(66) Maji sve zivoty spojovat s jeho? (ON-180)
Are they to join their lives with his? (OR-162)

Further frequent equivalents are the modal verbs should and ought to expressing
desirability or advisability. These two verbs are very much alike and are often
interchangeable. A suggestion may be that ought to is used to indicate more doubt.
(67) M a ho udati nyni? (ON-123)
Should he inform on him now? (OR-113)
(68) Ought she to try to overcome her pruderies? (HJ-227)
Mela by se snazit pfekonat takovou pfecitliv&lost? (HN-202)

Further equivalents are the modal auxiliaries can and could. It seems that these
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verbs expressing the semantic shade of indecision or doubt occur only in questions.
The modal auxiliary could with reference to the present implies more uncertainty
or indecision than can.
(69) How could he face her now? (HJ-144)
Jak se ji ma ted podfvat do oci? (HN-125)
(70) Jakpak se v torn mame vyznat my, obycejni havifi? (ZR-134)
How can we ordinary miners understand a thing like that? (ZG-150)

The occurrence of the modal verb shall in deliberative questions is not very
common as its primary function is within the sphere of yes-no questions (cf. p. 116).
Its use in deliberative questions indicates that in asking advice the speaker addresses
an imaginary person.
(71) Which way shall I turn? (MB-68)
Kam mam beiet? (MP-105)

The construction will 14- infinitive expressing the semantic shade of indecision
is rather rare in English; it corresponds to the construction to be + infinitive.
(72) „ M a m , nemam," uvaiuje (...) (ZR-95)
"Will I or won't I" he considered (...) (ZG-107)

The last equivalent I have come across is the construction had better.
(73) Mluvit s nlm nebudu! Snad pfece bych mel? (ZR-208)
I'll not speak to him. Perhaps I'd better after all? (ZG-232)

CONCLUSION
In the present thesis I have tried to find English equivalents comparable to the
Czech means of realization that are used to express the partial semantic values of
the Czech modal verb mit. These semantic values have been summarized and descri
bed in a synthetic paper by Adamec. On the basis of the invariant semantic value
of obligation, his article brings a classification of the principal semantic values
(functions) that the Czech modal verb mit acquires in different contexts. It is
necessary to realize that in the system of English there is no correspondent modal
verb that would cover all the semantic values of the Czech modal verb mit.
This thesis is to be understood as the first step toward a contrastive analysis of
Czech and English in this sphere. The results I present here are far from being
definitive; it may turn out that the semantic field of the modal verb mit presented
in this study is not complete and exhaustive. Further research in this sphere will
have to:
a) widen the examined material;
b) check the individual possibilities of expressing the given semantic values in
English with native speakers.
It turns out that also in English within each semantic value it is possible — in
the terms of Kurylowicz — to set up the basic form (means) of expression that
would be more or less adequate to the given semantic value.
At this stage of research, it is very difficult do draw complex conclusions. It
would not be of any use to present here all the English possibilities of expressing
the individual semantic values of the modal verb mit; the partial results were
offered in the course of the previous discussion.
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ANGLI;CK£ EKVIVALENTY C E S K E H O

SLOVESA

MODALNIHO

„MfT"

V praci jsem se pokusila najit pro dilci vyznamy ceskeho modalniho slovesa mit anglicke
ekvivalenty srovnatelne s vyrazovymi prostfedky v ceStine. Tyto vyznamy shmul a popsal
v synteticke studii P. Adamec; na bazi invariantniho vyznamu obligatomosti definuje zakladnf semanticke funkce, kterych nabyva moddlni sloveso mit v ruznych kontextech. Tato
price pfedstavuje prvni pokus o konfrontaci ceStiny a anglictiny v teto oblasti. Je tfeba si
uv£domit, it anglictina nema odpovidajicf modalni sloveso, ktere by pokryvalo vSechny
vyznamove hodnoty Ceskeho modalniho slovesa mit. Vysledky, ktere jsem pfedlozila,
povazuji sama za pfedb^zne, tedy nikoli definitivni, ale na druhe strand soudim, 2e v dane
oblasti mohou pfedstavovat jisty pokrok.
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